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German Typography & 
 the Rise of Printing

WEEK 3A

ARTH-3573 HISTORY OF GRAPHIC DESIGN

• Timeline of Important Events

• Holy Roman Empire + “German”  

• German* Typography: 1300-1500s

• Rise of Printing in Europe 

• German* Illustrated Book: 1400s-1500s 

• Renaissance Graphic Design: 1300s - 1600s, Europe 

• Typeface Structure & Families Review
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https://www.historytoday.com/archive/end-holy-roman-empire

•  

•Crusades: 
•First Crusade 1096-99

•Second Crusade 1147-49

•Third Crusade 1189-92

•Fourth (to Sixth) Crusades 1198-1229 

•The Black Death (Bubonic Plague): 
•c. Oct. 1347-1452

•Killed +25,000,000 people (almost 1/3 Europe)  

in 5 years 

•1450s: Gutenberg’s invention of the printing press 

•Protestant Reformation: 1500s  

•Renaissance: (c.1300-1600)

•The Renaissance began in northern Italy  

during the 1300s 

•Reached its height in the 1400s 

• In the 1500s and 1600s, spread to the rest of Europe 

(“Northern Renaissance”)
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• The Holy Roman Empire was a loosely joined union of 
smaller kingdoms which held power in western and 
central Europe between 962 and 1806.


• It was ruled by a Holy Roman Emperor who oversaw  
local regions controlled by a variety of kings, dukes,  
and other officials.


• It had no ongoing official capital, but the emperors— 
usually Germanic kings—ruled from their homelands.


•House of Hapsburg

800* – 1806 CE
HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE

https://www.gotquestions.org/Holy-Roman-Empire.html

Imperial banner of the Holy Roman Empire - Reichsadler (Imperial Eagle)


Roman Empire


Holy Roman 

Empire and 

Hapsburg Rulers


Deutschland Coat of Arms


Before Nazis


Nazis


After Nazis


Swastika also didn’t  
originally mean  
Nazi Germany,  

but that pagan symbol 
now forever connected
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HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE

• Timeline of Important Events

• Holy Roman Empire + “German”  

• German* Typography: 1300-1500s

• Rise of Printing in Europe 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“The name Germany has long described not a particular place but 
the loose, fluid polity of Germanic-speaking peoples that held sway 
over much of western Europe north of the Alps for millennia. 


Although Germany in that sense is an ancient entity, the German 
nation in more or less its present form came into being only in the 
19th century.”  << = late 1800s

A VERY QUICK SUMMARY“Germany”

https://www.britannica.com/place/Germany

1871: Germany Empire founded 

Prussian Prime Minister Otto von Bismarck brought together dozens of German-speaking 
kingdoms, principalities, free cities, bishoprics, and duchies to form the German Empire in 1871. 
This so-called Second Reich (Empire) quickly became Europe’s leading power and acquired 
colonies in Africa, Asia, and the Pacific.


1914-1918: WW1 >  Germany loses, Versailles Peace Treaty

(1918) 1919-1933: Weimar Republic 

1930s Global economic crisis + war debts from Versailles Peace Treaty

1933: Hitler comes to power legally (though not elected by the people), and 
immediately turns his “emergency appointment to chancellor” into dictatorship. 

1939-1945: WW2 >  Germany loses, country split into East and West Germany;  
                                 Soviets controlled East Germany, though technically still  
                                 officially its own country.

1989: Berlin Wall falls

1990: German reunification

A VERY QUICK SUMMARY“Germany”

https://www.britannica.com/place/Germany
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• Block Printing on fabric and paper


• Developed further in Asia - China and India (and others).

• Enabled multiple copies of work to be printed on  

a paper substrate and bound together 


• Movable type 


• Invented in China around 1000 CE.

• Made creating block pages faster.


• Developed independently in Europe in the 1400s,  
though evidence shows that block printed items  
from Asia were present on the European continent.

MEANWHILE, IN THE FAR EAST…

REVIEW
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• Movable METAL type  
• Multiple sources claim different publications as the first, 

but printing via a movable metal type has been found to be 
present in (what is now) Korea as early as the mid-1200s.


• Korean Hangul alphabet- 
only 24 (28) letters 

• Chinese characters: 
often THOUSANDS


 
 
Gutenberg’s movable metal  
type (and printing press)  
invented in 1450s Europe. 

MEANWHILE, IN THE FAR EAST…

THIS IS NOT IN YOUR TEXTBOOK!
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GERMAN TYPOGRAPHY & THE RISE OF PRINTING

• Demand for books 

• Emerging literate middle class


• Supply 
• Via a bookseller, but custom-made by  

elsewhere by a sort of assembly line of trained 
letterers, decorative initialing, gold ornament 
production, proofers, binders.


• No longer only made in monastic scriptoriums.


• Paper production


• Block printing

BY THE 1400s IN EUROPE

• Demand for books


• Paper production 
! Trade Routes and Wars 
! By 1276, paper mill in Fabriano, Italy

! By 1348, paper mill  in Troyes, France

! Watermark


• Block printing
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• Demand for books


• Paper production


• Block printing

BY THE 1400s IN EUROPE

Most of the blocks at this time  
were carved from wood 

> vs. metal (sometimes used)  
or linoleum (not available until 1800s)

The earliest European  
manifestation of printing’s  
democratizing ability,  
         (but using classism in  
          its symbolism): 

• Hearts:  
Clergy


• Spades (swords):  
Nobility


• Clubs (leaf-like):  
Peasantry


• Diamonds:  
Medieval Merchant

Jack of Diamonds, woodblock playing card, c. 1400

! Devotional prints  
of saints 

! Used as religious 
instruction for  
the illiterate. 

! Image and lettering  
cut from same block  
of wood.


! Evolved into 
block books

Woodblock print of St. Christopher, 1423

! Devotional prints  
of saints 

! Used as religious 
instruction for  
the illiterate. 

! Image and lettering  
cut from same block  
of wood.


! Evolved into 
block books

Woodblock print of St. Christopher, 1423
Design of woodcuts attributed to Cristoforo Cortese, 1487,  Venice

Block Books: Each page has been cut from a block. 

Block Books: Each page has been cut from a block. 


!Usually contained 30-50 leaves of paper  

!Hand-colored  

! Some later used paste, gum  
  and tinsel-type materials 

! Only printed on 1 side of paper because of  
  too much indentation 


Woodblock print of the Annunciation, undated

! Black area as  
effective focal point, 
unifying the 2 figures 

! Scroll acts like a  
“talk balloon”

Woodblock print of the letter K, c. 1464



1407 CE  
Latin Bible, hand written in 

Belgium by Gerard Brils for reading 

aloud in a monastery.

1487 CE  
Venetian woodcut

Pages from Are Moriendi, 1466

Ars Moriendi

• Demand for books


• Paper production


• Block printing 

• Presses - for wine, cheese, paper bundling


• Concept of individual movable type
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BY THE 1400s IN EUROPE

• German* (Mainz) 

• Metalsmith


• Created Printing Press

Independent Movable Reusable Type + Printing Press
JOHANNES GUTENBERG

Holy Roman Empire

c. 1500s


Mainz, Germany

2022 map


Mainz, Germany

2020 map


• German* (Mainz)


• Metalsmith 

• Created Printing Press in 1450s

Independent Movable Reusable Type + Printing Press
JOHANNES GUTENBERG



• German* (Mainz)


• Metalsmith


• Created his Printing Press in 1450s  

• The mechanical metal movable-type printing press  
along with innovations in  

• Casting the type based on a matrix and hand mold


• Specific alloy (mixture) of metal

Independent Movable Reusable Type + Printing Press
JOHANNES GUTENBERG

Printing press from 1811, Germany 
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Why is this incorrect?
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reusable

PRINTING WITH

BITS OF LETTERS
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independent,  
movable, 
reusable

PRINTING WITH

METAL LETTERS

•Enabled economical 
mass production of  
alphabetic 
communication 


•Ranks near writing as 
one of most important  
advances in civilization 

= MASS    
   COMMUNICATION

TYPE MOLD 
• Independent, movable, reusable type 

INK 
• Boiled linseed oil and powdered carbon  

(metal not porous like wood) 

PRESS 
• Based on large screw lowering and raising plates 
 

Used for 400 years with only moderate improvements

and all elements that made it work:
GUTENBERG’S PRESS

THE GUTENBERG BIBLE
Christian Holy Bible in Latin

• Also known as “The 42-Line Bible” because there  
are 42 lines of text on each page. 

pages from Gutenberg Bible, c. 1450s


THE GUTENBERG BIBLE
Christian Holy Bible in Latin

• Printed 180* copies (pre-order only)

• “The average price for one Bible is believed to  

have been 30 guilder = 3 years wages for a clerk  
[cleric/scholar].”


• Available in 2 versions:

• Paper 
• Vellum $$$

• The buyer paid a basic price for the printing and 

then added frills (hand-coloration, illuminations,  
a binding, and a cover) for an extra fee.

https://bookriot.com/10-things-you-should-know-about-the-gutenberg-bible/#:~:text=8)%20A%20Gutenberg%20Bible%20contains,an%20average%20of%2014%20lbs.
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• Printed 180* copies (pre-order only)
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The red and drop cops were added by hand, 
but all black text was done with  

the first (in Europe) independent, movable, reusable type.

THE GUTENBERG BIBLE
Christian Holy Bible in Latin

• A Gutenberg Bible contains 1,286 pages. 

• 300 pieces of unique types were used in the 

printing and each page contains approximately 
2,500 pieces of type. 


•11.75 x 15 inch pages

• 2 columns on each with generous margins


• It took between 3-5 years to complete the entire 
print run of 180 Bibles.


• Each Bible weighs an average of 14 pounds. 

https://bookriot.com/10-things-you-should-know-about-the-gutenberg-bible/#:~:text=8)%20A%20Gutenberg%20Bible%20contains,an%20average%20of%2014%20lbs.

THE GUTENBERG BIBLE
Christian Holy Bible in Latin

• A Gutenberg Bible contains 1,286 pages. 

• 300 pieces of unique types were used in the 

printing and each page contains approximately 
2,500 pieces of type. 


•11.75 x 15 inch pages

• 2 columns on each with generous margins


• It took between 3-5 years to complete the entire 
print run of 180 Bibles.


• Each Bible weighs an average of 14 pounds. 
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Gutenberg Bible, 1450s, printing press imitating  
Textura/Blackletter of illuminated manuscripts

All of these are in Latin,  
the official language of 


the Roman Catholic Church



• German* (Mainz)


• Metalsmith


• Created Printing Press


• Going bankrupt before he could  
finish fulfilling orders 

• Obtained loans from Johann Fust 

• Press foreman: Peter Shoeffer


• These two formed Fust & Shoeffer
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• Created a printing firm 

• Dynasty of printers, publishers, booksellers for  
next 100 years


• Fust traveled widely to gather business and  
distribute materials


• Reactions to mass printing


• First printer’s trademark created
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• Created a printing firm 

• Dynasty of printers, publishers, booksellers for  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• Fust traveled widely to gather business and  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FUST & SHOEFFER

Excerpt from a Psalter in Latin


• German* (Mainz)


• Metalsmith


• Created Printing Press


• Going bankrupt before he could  
finish fulfilling orders


• Adolph of Mainz appointed  
Gutenberg courtier


• Gutenberg dies in 1468

Independent Movable Reusable Type + Printing Press
JOHANNES GUTENBERG

! German princes and lords involved in power struggles 

! Many presses and workers left Mainz,  
establishing shops as far away as Italy and France

PRINTING SPREADS BEYOND MAINZ



= last half of the 1400s

! By 1500, huge increase in presses and the amount of 
books produced


! Also printed:

! Religious tracts and other pamphlets 

! Broadsides – single-leaf pages printed on 1 side, 

eventually evolved into printed poster and print ad/news
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• Resistance from scribes 

• Color illustrations still done by hand


• Illustrated or with woodblock print


• Why?  
Theorized because multi-color too expensive


• Or political pressure to continue craft?
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Copperplate 
Engraving

• Reduced price of printing to a FRACTION of  
its earlier cost 

• Played a pivotal role in social, economic, religious  
upheavals during the (late) 1400s and 1500s in Europe 
and its colonies


• Powerful vehicle to spread ideas about rights of 
men and sovereignty of the people

EFFECTS OF TYPOGRAPHIC PRINTING
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EFFECTS OF TYPOGRAPHIC PRINTING

• Protestant Reformation - 
split between Catholic and protestant* churches 

• Martin Luther 

• 1517: nailed his 95 Theses to door of Wittenberg’s 
Castle Church


• First translation into German from  
ancient Greek and Hebrew

EFFECTS OF TYPOGRAPHIC PRINTING



• Protestant Reformation - 
split between Catholic and protestant* churches 
 

• Martin Luther - theologian/monk 

• 1517: nailed his 95 Theses to door of Wittenberg’s 
Castle Church

EFFECTS OF TYPOGRAPHIC PRINTING

• Martin Luther - theologian/monk 
• He completed the first translation of Bible into 

German from ancient Greek and Hebrew.

• New Testament -1522

• Entire Bible - 1534


• Anyone who could read German (common tongue) 
and afford a more cheaply printed book could read 
the Bible for himself. 

• Vs. only hearing through the translations and 

interpretations of the Roman Catholic Church.
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EFFECTS OF TYPOGRAPHIC PRINTING

ALMOST 100 YEARS

• Human dialogue could take place on a larger  
(global) scale


• Stabilized and unified languages


• Illiteracy began its long, steady decline


• Radically altered education 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• Human dialogue could take place on a larger  
(global) scale


• Stabilized and unified languages


• Illiteracy began its long, steady decline


• Radically altered education 

• Press was first mechanized handicraft


• set into motion processes leading to the 
Industrial Revolution in 300 years

EFFECTS OF TYPOGRAPHIC PRINTING



GERMANY 
• Woodcut artists and typographic printers collaborated  

to develop the illustrated book and broadsheet.


• Stature of illustrator increased 

ITALY 
• Letter styles and format design inherited from  

illuminated manuscript. 


• Evolved into Renaissance book.
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